General aviation maintenance is an information intensive business. According to an industry survey, most aviation technicians reported that as much as 50% of their time is spent searching for information. FAA FAR Part 147 (or equivalent) schools that include the ATP® Aviation Maintenance Research Education Program (AMREP) as part of their curriculum prepare students to meet this challenge.

Prepare Your Students to Enter the Workforce
ATP invented the single source concept for aviation maintenance information almost 40 years ago. We have enduring relationships throughout the industry and currently provide access to over 1,100 maintenance libraries from over 140 manufacturers.

Most of the world’s leading repair stations, FBOs, corporate operators, and regulatory agencies use and trust ATP maintenance and regulatory libraries. This means that A&P students who learn technical publication and regulatory research skills using ATP’s industry leading knowledge services are better prepared to enter the workforce and will have an edge when applying for jobs after graduation.

Bolster Your Students’ Understanding and Retention.
ATP knowledge service, powered by ATP Navigator® technology, are the aviation maintenance industry’s ONLY integrated solution bringing regulatory, maintenance and compliance information together in one platform. ATP improves learning in many ways:

• Easier and more productive search results help you teach a research course that is both rigorous and accessible to your students, regardless of their skill level.

• The ability to cross-reference and search across maintenance and regulatory documentation facilitates investigations into the relationship between maintenance and regulatory information.

• Whether you use the online ATP® Aviation Hub, or the NavigatorV™ desktop platform, there is only one user interface to learn.

• A broad selection of training assets and content will often prompt advanced students to dig deeper, giving you a natural way to extend the lesson.

Build Your Students’ Research and Information Management Skills with the
ATP® Aircraft Maintenance Research Education Program
ATP® Curriculum Adoptions

We share your commitment to your students’ growth and achievement in aviation maintenance. And we recognize that your effectiveness in the classroom is fundamental to their success. When you adopt the ATP research education program, we offer tools and support that ensures successful implementation.

The Aviation Maintenance Research Education Program from ATP includes both educator/school resources and student resources. The educator / school resources can be used by the school for both training and aircraft maintenance needs.

Educator / School Package

- Full US Aviation Regulatory Library (FFX) including:
  - FAA Airworthiness Directives (AD), Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR), Advisory Circulars (AC), Supplemental Type Certificates (STC), Type Certificates (TC), AD related Service Bulletins, Test Guides, Maintenance Alerts.
- Beechcraft Maintenance Reference Library including:
  - Maintenance Manuals, Illustrated Parts Catalogs (IPC), Service Bulletins (SB), Wiring Diagrams, Component Maintenance Manuals (CMM).
- NavigatorV™ desktop platform included, or you can upgrade to the online ATP® Aviation Hub.
- Automatic Internet updates.
- Desktop platform users get unlimited network licenses for easy deployment in computer labs and libraries
- Desktop users are provided student discs for distribution to students

Student Access

- Complete regulatory content* including: Small aircraft & rotorcraft information, Airworthiness Directives, Associated Service Bulletins, Type Certificates, and FAR’s & Advisory Circulars used for Inspector Authorizations.
- NavigatorV desktop platform users receive data & install discs for distribution to students*.
- Online ATP Aviation Hub users can provide students access* over the Internet.

Additional Valuable Features

Free for Adopters:

- AskBob.aero Membership - ATP’s online community for aviation maintenance professionals. With a membership to AskBob.aero, students will be able to interact with top maintenance professionals and industry leaders worldwide.
- Unlimited access to our video training series which includes valuable videos on improving aviation research and compliance skills.
- ATP University™. Unlimited, live online product training to quickly learn NavigatorV.
- Discovering ATP Knowledge Services orientation session for educators. Live, online orientation with question and answer session for educators through ATP University.

Learn More

Many aviation maintenance schools worldwide have already discovered the value of ATP. If you are not currently taking advantage of ATP’s Aviation Maintenance Research Education Program, contact ATP today to learn more and sign up.

* Content provided for students does not include updates or content revisions. Information for students is not current and cannot be used to satisfy maintenance compliance. Student discs and student content are to be used for instructional purposes only.
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